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The Eleven Plus is a highly competitive entrance exam taken by students in
England and Wales to gain admission to selective grammar schools. The
CGP 11 CEM (Common Entrance Test) is one of the most popular and
widely-used Eleven Plus preparation resources. This comprehensive guide
will provide you with all the essential information about the CGP 11 CEM,
including its format, content, and strategies for success.

What is the CGP 11 CEM?

The CGP 11 CEM is a series of practice papers and revision guides
designed to help students prepare for the Eleven Plus exam. The papers
are modeled on the actual CEM format and provide a realistic simulation of
the exam experience. The revision guides cover all the key topics that are
tested in the exam, including English, Maths, Verbal Reasoning, and Non-
Verbal Reasoning.
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Format of the CGP 11 CEM

The CGP 11 CEM consists of four papers:

Paper 1: English and Maths (55 minutes)

Paper 2: Verbal Reasoning (27 minutes)

Paper 3: Non-Verbal Reasoning (27 minutes)

Paper 4: Creative Writing (30 minutes)

Content of the CGP 11 CEM

The content of the CGP 11 CEM covers the following key topics:

English: Reading comprehension, grammar, punctuation, and
vocabulary

Maths: Number, algebra, geometry, and statistics

Verbal Reasoning: Vocabulary, comprehension, and problem-solving
skills

Non-Verbal Reasoning: Pattern recognition, spatial awareness, and
logical reasoning

Strategies for Success

There are a number of strategies that can help students succeed in the
CGP 11 CEM:
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Practice: The more practice students have, the more confident they
will be on the day of the exam. Make sure to complete all of the
practice papers in the CGP 11 CEM and review your answers
thoroughly.

Time management: The CGP 11 CEM is a timed exam, so it is
important to practice managing your time effectively. Make sure to
allocate enough time to each question and don't spend too long on any
one question.

Accuracy: It is important to be accurate in your answers, as even one
mistake can affect your overall score. Make sure to check your
answers carefully before submitting your papers.

Mental arithmetic: Mental arithmetic is an important skill for the Maths
paper. Practice solving simple arithmetic problems in your head to
improve your speed and accuracy.

Vocabulary: A strong vocabulary is essential for the English and
Verbal Reasoning papers. Make sure to learn new words regularly and
practice using them in your writing and speaking.

Spatial reasoning: Spatial reasoning is an important skill for the Non-
Verbal Reasoning paper. Practice solving puzzles that involve shapes,
patterns, and spatial relationships.

Benefits of the CGP 11 CEM

The CGP 11 CEM offers a number of benefits for students preparing for the
Eleven Plus exam:



Realistic practice: The CGP 11 CEM papers are modeled on the
actual CEM format, providing students with a realistic simulation of the
exam experience.

Comprehensive coverage: The CGP 11 CEM covers all the key
topics that are tested in the exam, ensuring that students are well-
prepared for all aspects of the exam.

Detailed explanations: The CGP 11 CEM provides detailed
explanations for all of the questions, helping students to understand
the concepts tested and improve their overall understanding.

Confidence building: Completing the CGP 11 CEM papers can help
students to build their confidence and improve their chances of
success in the Eleven Plus exam.

The CGP 11 CEM is an essential resource for students preparing for the
Eleven Plus exam. By following the strategies outlined in this guide,
students can maximize their chances of success and secure a place at
their preferred grammar school.
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